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A B S T R A C T

To compete in the fierce market, a key issue for shipbuilding companies is to effectively integrate outer
resources with the inner business. However, multi-agent systems (MAS) developed so far have proven to
be inapt to support the whole process of making a coordinated supply plan. Meanwhile, huge amount of
data emerging from various kinds of enterprise infrastructures have not been semantically consolidated
for smooth and efficient workflows. To overcome these barriers, this paper proposes a hybrid semantic-
augmented MAS (OMAS), consisting of a Service Management Agent, a Configuration Agent, a Member
Management Agent, a Process-Driven Module and a Semantic-Enhanced Module. These components
collaborate to integrate heterogeneous data devoid of semantic ambiguities, thereby improving
workflows’ coherence and efficiency. A scalable ontology grid is initialized as the operational foundation
after analyzing the related works. In addition, OMAS innovatively adds semantic assistance into the
supplier selection process wherein a two-phase negotiation algorithm is suggested. Finally, an illustrative
example from a marine company is conducted to demonstrate the benefits of OMAS, through which the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is proved to be much better than that of a contemporary
contribution.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The increasingly competitive shipbuilding market has forced
construction companies to seek competence enhancement and
supply chain integration. Shipbuilding projects have the character-
istics of manufacturing-to-order and personalized customization.
Key machinery vendors and the ship classification society exert
great influence on the project progress, reflecting in the process of
product-data exchange, quality check, design auditing and
mechanical completion. Moreover, even for the same category of
ships (semisubmersible platform, jack-up platform etc.), both
design and construction requirements vary from one to another
[1]. It is uncommon to establish long-term and stable relations
with certain suppliers. Therefore, integration through business
data is much executable and economical in comparison to
enterprise-to-enterprise integration.

A typical machinery supply process is depicted in Fig.1 in which
circles represent activity, arrow lines show work direction and

dashed lines indicate participation relation. Roles on the top side
come from the construction company (usually shipyards), and
numbers underneath the role are activities. It can be seen that a
synchronized supply pace requires data to exchange both across
the inner organizations (heterogeneous information management
systems) and across the outer supply chains. However, due to
multi-faceted information management strategies as well as tools
[2], there is a lack of direct exchange of business data, leading low
cooperation efficiency and even inconsistencies (miss links in work
definition or conflict definition) of cross-enterprise workflows.

Manual adjustments, off-line negotiation and passive acquiring
schedule information are no more competent in this ever fierce
market. Oppositely, open management modes and interoperability
approaches are on demand. Service-oriented architecture (SOA),
agent theory and semantic technology represent potential
solutions to satisfy the requirements. SOA allows companies to
concentrate on core businesses through rapidly publishing,
finding, decomposing and composing services [3], while semantic
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technology enables to exchange information regardless the
organizational bounds or business processes [4]. Multi-agent
Systems (MAS) has been recognized as an eminent platform for
integrative business information systems [2]. Since these archi-
tectures rely heavily on communication between agents, strong
and robust expression languages are required [5]. Ontology, a
meta-unit in the semantic web, represents the world with formal
and explicit expression of shared concepts [6]. More importantly,
ontology models can aid into achieving various levels of
interoperability in product lifecycle management [7]. A large
number of ontology-based MASs have been developed in industry
[4,8,9]. Benefiting from the inference capability, these studies help
to reduce manual efforts, predicting working disturbances and
enhancing knowledge reuse. Nonetheless, minority of ontological
research has been carried out in the field of shipbuilding (proof in
Section 2.1).

Some previous trials have been made in such a combination of
these three technologies to address problems for SMEs (Small-to-
Medium Enterprises) and VE (Virtual Enterprise) [4,6,10–12]. It
turns out that the utilization of agent technologies in conjunction
with SOA can bring great benefits to work automation and
decision-making. On top of these contributions, this paper
attempts to address business integration problems from the
perspective of project management which is one of the most
distinguished features in shipbuilding industry.

Supplier selection plays a critical role in guaranteeing the
project quality and delivery [13]. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that
there are several milestones in the machinery supply process, for
instance activity 6, activity 9 and activity 10, which directly
influence the cost and production pace of both parties. If not well
considered in the previous process (supplier selection and
negotiation), it is very likely to increase the total cost and
postpone the project delivery. In China’s shipyard, machinery
supplier selection (activity 1 to activity 3 in Fig. 1) is still a time-
consuming process, due to inconsistent assistance from computer-
aided management software. Existent contributions in this
industry merely convert expert experience into quantitative
analysis through methods like Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
[14–16]. The application of historic performance data and
refreshed suppliers’ information which is treated as the ever-
precious resource in this information era, is scarce. Besides, it is

necessary to consider the dynamic negotiation process for the final
decision. Indeed, a number of data-driven MASs are developed in
other industries for adaptive control over supplier selection
[8,13,17–20]. Even though multiple criteria have been taken into
consideration, most of current MASs only deal with the lead time
as a whole. Therefore, they are not sufficient to support complex
negotiation process wherein every milestone (key time point) has
an impact on the final project performance. In addition, these
MASs run independently without considering data from existing
heterogeneous physical storages.

Judging from the facts above, there is no comprehensive and
efficient approach to support integrated supply management for
shipyards, particularly for the process of supplier selection. This
paper aims at introducing a new semantic multi-agent system to
help shipyards to reduce efforts on business integration. It
contributes to the literature by constructing a brand-new MAS
architecture for business integration, developing a domain
ontology for the shipbuilding industry and finding a novel solution
to deal with the negotiation problem through considering order
cost and key time points. In addition, the social-awareness
capability of agents is emphasized during the negotiation process,
which was not addressed in previous related studies. In the light of
above, this paper helps to bridge these three research gaps in this
traditional industry.

Comparing with contemporary MASs, the present research
stands out for the reason that SM not only facilitates the
communication of agents but also provides knowledge assistance
for business processes. In addition, it helps representing knowl-
edge in a unified way, which plays a critical role in improving
interoperability. A new evaluation algorithm is proposed, consid-
ering the correlation between duration and cost and seeking the
overall beneficial order bid. In contrast to the previous works on
ontology design and application, major dissimilarities of this
research concentrate on the following aspects:

� Knowledge is innovatively established as an abstract class in the
proposed ontology. It is presumed to be ultimately stored in the
data-resource whose physical features are interpreted into
attributes. On the other hand, knowledge originates from
business processes and will facilitate the execution of processes.
It is knowledge bridging the process-oriented knowledge

Fig. 1. Typical machinery supply process.
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